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Abstract. The noise wave model has appeared as a very appropriate model for the 

purpose of transistor noise modeling at microwave frequencies. The transistor noise 

wave model parameters are usually extracted from the measured transistor noise 

parameters by using time-consuming optimization procedures in microwave circuit 

simulators. Therefore, three different Computer-Aided Design methods that enable 

more efficient automatic determination of these parameters in the case of high 

electron-mobility transistors were developed. All of these extraction methods are based 

on different noise de-embedding procedures, which are described in detail within this 

paper. In order to validate the presented extraction methods, they were applied for the 

noise modeling of a specific GaAs high electron-mobility transistor. Finally, the 

obtained results were used for the comparative analysis of the presented extraction 

approaches in terms of accuracy, complexity and effectiveness.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The transistor noise characterization is usually done by using the following noise 

parameters: Fmin - minimum noise figure, Γopt - optimum source reflection coefficient and rn - 

normalized noise resistance. Nowadays, the measurements of these parameters are 

performed effectively using modern measurement equipment that is very expensive and 

often unavailable to the circuit designers. For this reason, a large number of circuit designers 

still uses the older and cheaper measurement setups, resulting in time-consuming noise 

measurements. Consequently, different transistor noise models were developed [1-9] in 
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order to provide more efficient transistor noise analysis within circuit simulators. Most of the 

proposed transistor noise models represent the noise generated in a component using 

equivalent voltage and/or current sources [3, 5-6]. However, at microwave frequencies, a 

wave representation of noise looks attractive since it allows the use of scattering matrices for 

the noise computations, leading to advantages in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) of 

microwave networks [2, 7-18]. The power of the wave representation of noise lies in its 

ability to treat the network noise in terms of incident and reflected waves, which is 

compatible with the scattering matrix description of microwave networks. In this way, the 

whole noise analysis can be performed using scattering parameters. Therefore, the wave 

representation of noise provides a suitable alternative to the most commonly used 

representations of noise generated in network based on additional voltage and/or current 

noise sources.  

The parameters of the noise wave model, called the noise wave temperatures, are 

extracted from the transistor measured noise parameters, usually using optimization 

procedures in microwave circuit simulators. As the noise wave temperatures are bias, 

temperature and frequency [13] dependent, it is necessary to perform the extraction of 

these parameters for each operating condition and frequency separately. Due to that, in 

situations when repeated extractions are needed, optimization procedures become time-

consuming, which is quite undesirable from the aspect of efficient transistor noise 

modeling. Hence, it would be useful to develop certain extraction procedures that would 

provide more efficient determination of these temperatures. Moreover, because in the case 

of noise wave model there are closed form expressions relating the noise wave temperatures 

and the noise parameters of transistor intrinsic circuit [2], the optimization procedures can be 

avoided by applying the de-embedding procedures to determine the intrinsic noise 

parameters from the measured transistor noise parameters [19-23], and further calculation of 

the noise wave temperatures. 

In this paper, three different CAD methods for extraction of the noise wave temperatures 

in the case of GaAs high electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) are presented. This type of 

transistor is chosen because it has very good noise properties at microwave frequencies, so it 

is widely used in low-noise components in modern microwave communication systems. The 

presented methods provide de-embedding of the noise parameters of transistor intrinsic 

circuit from the measured transistor noise parameters and further straightforward extraction 

of the transistor noise wave temperatures. All of these extraction methods are based on 

different noise de-embedding procedures: analytical procedure, procedure within a 

microwave circuit simulator and procedure using artificial neural networks (ANNs) [19-23]. 

In order to determine which of these extraction methods is the most suitable for the transistor 

noise modeling, they are applied to a specific GaAs HEMT component, and the obtained 

results are used for the comparative analysis of the presented extraction procedures. 

The article is organized as follows. After Introduction, a short description of the wave 

representation of transistor noise is given in Section 2. Three different CAD extraction 

methods are presented in Section 3. Section 4 contains the achieved modeling results and 

the comparative analysis of the presented extraction procedures. Finally, the most 

important conclusions are given in the last section. 
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2. WAVE-BASED REPRESENTATION OF NOISY TWO-PORT MICROWAVE NETWORKS 

The noise wave model of the GaAs HEMT device in a packed form is the subject of 

research presented in this paper. Equivalent circuit of packaged HEMT is shown in  

Fig. 1 [24]. It consists of intrinsic and extrinsic parts. The intrinsic circuit is framed with a 

dashed line, and intrinsic noise parameters are referred to it. The remainder of the 

equivalent circuit elements, embedded in the extrinsic circuit, represents parasitic effects 

and the package.  

 
Fig. 1 Equivalent circuit of packaged HEMT 

The transistor intrinsic circuit is a linear noisy two-port network. In the case of the 

noise wave representation, it can be considered as a noiseless two-port defined by transfer 

scattering parameters [T] with additional noise wave sources, an and bn,  referring to the 

input, Fig. 2 [2]. The matrix equation describing this noisy two-port representation is as 

follows: 
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where ai and bi, i =1, 2, are incident and output waves at the i-th port. 

 

Fig. 2 Two port noisy network 
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The elements of the noise source vector are correlated and characterized by correlation 

matrix CT: 
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,                                         (2) 

where    indicates time average of the quantity inside and * indicates complex conjugation.  

However, it is shown that it is the most useful to use the noise wave temperatures as 

the noise wave model parameters [2, 12]. Therefore, the correlation matrix CT  can be 

expressed by the noise wave temperatures - two real temperatures, Ta and Tb, and one 

complex correlation temperature, Tc, as: 
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where k is the Boltzmann's constant and f is the noise bandwidth (f=1Hz is assumed).  

Further, the noise wave temperatures can be expressed in terms of the noise 

parameters of transistor intrinsic circuit - minimum noise figure, Fmin,i, optimum source 

reflection coefficient, ,
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   , and noise resistance, Rn,i, as follows [2]: 
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where Z0 is the normalization impedance (50) and T0 is the standard reference 

temperature (290K). 

3. CAD PROCEDURES FOR EXTRACTION OF THE NOISE WAVE TEMPERATURES 

As already mentioned, optimization procedures in microwave circuit simulators that 

are usually used for extraction of the transistor noise wave temperatures require a lot of 

time. Therefore, three different more efficient CAD extraction methods related to the 

equivalent circuit of HEMT in a packaged form shown in Fig. 1 are developed. All of 

these extraction methods are carried out in two steps. The first step is de-embedding of 

the transistor intrinsic noise parameters from the noise parameters of the whole device. 

For that purpose, each of three developed extraction methods uses different noise de-

embedding procedure [19-23], and all the used de-embedding procedures will be explained 

bellow. The second step is the same in all three cases and represents determination of the 
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noise wave temperatures from the de-embedded intrinsic noise parameters using the Eqs. 

(4)-(6) [2]. Since the second step is straightforward, the comparative analysis of the 

proposed CAD extraction methods, which will be given in the next section, will mainly 

refer to the developed noise de-embedding procedures. 

3.1. Analytical noise de-embedding procedure 

Analytical noise de-embedding procedure [19-21] is similar to the analytical small-

signal de-embedding procedure and provides determination of the transistor intrinsic 

noise parameters based on the noise parameters of entire device by removing the 

influence of the extrinsic circuit elements to the transistor noise. Namely, the main 

concept is to eliminate the noise influence of the extrinsic elements connected in cascade, 

series and parallel using ABCD, Z and Y representations, respectively.  

Since the main concept of analytical noise de-embedding procedure is based on the 

noise correlation matrix manipulations, first, it is necessary to determine ABCD noise 

correlation matrix of entire transistor based on its measured noise parameters: 
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where optY  is optimum source admittance associated to Γopt. 

After that, to remove the influence of the extrinsic elements to the transistor noise, the 

following equations are used: 

11
, ,( )( )H

A d e A e A eC A C C A                                     (8) 

for the elements connected in cascade, 

, ,Z d Z Z eC C C                                                   (9) 

for the series elements and 

, ,Y d Y Y eC C C                                                 (10) 

for the shunt elements. In Eqs. (8)-(10), CA,d , CZ,d and CY,d are resulting de-embedded 

noise correlation matrices, CA, CZ and CY are starting noise correlation matrices, CA,e, CZ,e  

and CY,e are noise correlation matrices of the circuit elements to be de-embedded, eA  is 

ABCD matrix of the circuit elements to be de-embedded, while H indicates Hermitian 

complex conjugate transpose. 

The noise correlation matrix of a passive network such as the series and shunt circuit 

elements embedded in the transistor extrinsic circuit can be determined with only thermal 

noise sources from its Z and Y parameters, respectively, and temperature: 

, 02 Re( )Z e eC kT Z ,                                            (11) 

, 02 Re( )Y e eC kT Y ,                                            (12) 
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where Ze and Ye  are Z and Y matrices of the series and shunt elements embedded in 

transistor extrinsic circuit, respectively. 

 Also, the analytical noise de-embedding procedure requires conversions between Z, Y 

and ABCD noise correlation matrices [25]. In particular, the conversion formulas for the 

noise correlation matrix are based on the following equation: 

' *C T C T   ,                                                  (13) 

where C and C ' represent noise correlation matrices before and after conversion, 

respectively, and T represents transformation matrix that depends only on the conventional 

electrical matrix of the network. 

It should be noted that since the small-signal circuit element matrices are needed for 

the noise correlation matrix conversions, small-signal de-embedding procedure must 

precede the noise de-embedding procedure. 

Finally, the obtained noise correlation matrix of transistor intrinsic circuit should take 

the ABCD form in order to calculate the intrinsic noise parameters using the following 

equations [19, 21]: 
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where CA,i is ABCD noise correlation matrix of the transistor intrinsic circuit and Yopt,i is 

intrinsic optimum source admittance associated to Γopt,i.  

The complete analytical noise de-embedding procedure related to HEMT equivalent 

circuit shown in Fig. 1 is composed of four steps and presented in Fig. 3 [21]. Starting 

from the extrinsic plane, the two transmission lines at the gate and drain side (TL1 and 

TL2) are de-embedded using the ABCD formulation. The third transmission line at the 

source side (TL3) is treated as a short-circuited line, so it is de-embedded using the Z 

formulation. The Y formulation is used for de-embedding of all three capacitors (Cgsp, Cgdp 

and Cdsp). Finally, after de-embedding the last three inductors (Lg, Ld and Ls) and resistors 

(Rg, Rd and Rs) using the Z formulation, the extrinsic noise contributors are completely de-

embedded, and noise parameters of transistor intrinsic circuit are obtained. 
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Fig. 3 Noise de-embedding procedure flowchart. The elements to be de-embedded are 

reported inside the boxes and the obtained matrices and their conversions are 

shown between the boxes. The formulation used (ABCD, Z or Y) is reported at the 

right side of the boxes 
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3.2 Noise de-embedding procedure within a microwave circuit simulator 

The starting point of this de-embedding procedure is to represent the transistor in a 

circuit simulator with its S and noise parameters [22]. After that, the extrinsic equivalent 

circuit elements are added with the negative values and in the reverse order than in the 

case of transistor equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1, with the aim to cancel their noise 

influence, Fig. 4 [22]. In this way, by simulating the resulting schematic, the noise 

parameters corresponding to the transistor intrinsic circuit are determined. 

 

Fig. 4 The schematic for determination of intrinsic noise parameters of microwave HEMT 

within a microwave circuit simulator 

3.3 Noise de-embedding procedure using artificial neural networks 

The field of electrical engineering has proved to be a very suitable for the ANN 

applications [26-35]. By learning the dependence between two datasets, ANNs have the 

capability to approximate any nonlinear function, whereby the knowledge about the 

physical characteristics of the problem to be modeled is not needed [36]. Also, ANNs 

have a great capability to generalize, i.e. to determine response even for the input values 

that are not used for the model development. Moreover, since the working principle of 

ANNs is based on performing basic mathematical operations and calculating elementary 

mathematical functions, they give responses almost instantaneously [36]. 

Fig. 5 presents ANN approach proposed for the noise de-embedding of a transistor 

whose equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 1 [23]. Namely, the presented ANN model is 

aimed at calculating the intrinsic noise parameters, Nint, (Fmin,i, |Γopt,i |, Γopt,i and rn.i) 

from the transistor total noise parameters, Ntotal, (Fmin, |Γopt|, Γopt and rn). The frequency, 

f, and ambient temperature, Tamb, are also included as the ANN inputs, since the noise 

parameters are frequency and temperature dependent. Moreover, the equivalent circuit 

parameters, ECPs, are the additional ANN inputs. Therefore, the presented ANN has 25 

neurons corresponding to the inputs and four output neurons corresponding to the Nint. 
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Fig. 5 The proposed ANN model for extraction of the  

intrinsic noise parameters of microwave HEMT 

 4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to compare the CAD methods for extraction of the noise wave temperatures 

based on different noise de-embedding procedures presented in the previous section, they 

were applied to a packaged HEMT, type NE20283A by NEC, working under different 

temperature conditions. The transistor measured S and noise parameters were obtained in 

the frequency range 6-18 GHz over the temperature range 233-333 K, 20 K step, by a 

measurement procedure described in [24]. The corresponding values of small-signal 

ECPs were taken from [24]. 

The analytical noise de-embedding procedure was developed by implementing the 

expressions given in Section 3.1 within MATLAB software environment [37]. 

The noise de-embedding procedure in a microwave circuit simulator was developed 

by implementing the schematic shown in Fig. 4 within ADS (Advanced Design System) 

circuit simulator [38]. 

 In the case of the noise de-embedding procedure using ANNs, for the purpose of 

building an appropriate training set, the corresponding training values of  Ntotal and Nint 

used for the ANN training were obtained by using the considered equivalent circuit of 

HEMT within ADS [39]. In order to properly cover input space, the values of ECPs that 

were used for the ANN training were samples obtained randomly in typical value ranges 

of ECPs within the frequency range 6-18 GHz and temperature range 233-333 K. To 

obtain ANN with the best performance, several ANNs based on Multi-Layer Perceptron 

(MLP) structure [36] with different number of hidden layers and hidden neurons were 

trained within MATLAB [37] using Quasi-Newton algorithm [36]. The network that gave 

the best results consists of two hidden layers, with nine neurons in the first and 12 neurons 

in the second layer. The training set used for its training contained 45000 samples. 

The developed noise de-embedding procedures were used for extraction of the 

intrinsic noise parameters of the considered transistor, which were further used for 

determination of the noise wave temperatures. After that, the noise wave model was 

implemented within ADS [39] circuit simulator, the calculated noise wave temperatures 

were assigned to it, and the noise parameters of whole transistor were simulated in all 

three cases. The simulated noise parameters were compared with the measurements.  
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 (a)  (b) 

   
 (c)  (d) 

Fig. 6 Frequency dependence of the measured and simulated values of:  

(a) Fmin, (b) |Γopt|, (c) Γopt, and (d) rn, at 293 K  

As an illustration, Fig. 6 presents the simulated Fmin, |Γopt|, Γopt  and rn in the case of 

the CAD extraction methods based on the analytical noise de-embedding procedure  

(I extraction method), noise de-embedding procedure within a microwave circuit 

simulator (II extraction method) and the noise de-embedding procedure using ANNs  

(III extraction method), and the corresponding measured data. The presented results were 

obtained for the ambient temperature of 293 K, in the frequency range from 6 to 18 GHz. 

Moreover, in order to express the accuracy of the noise modeling using proposed 

CAD extraction methods, average error (AE) and maximum error (ME), which are defined 

bellow, were calculated based on the results shown in Fig. 6 and presented in Table 1. 

AE is defined by using the mean value of the absolute value of the relative error  : 

1

1
m

j
j

AE
m

 



   ,                                                (18) 

where m is the number of samples of datasets containing the parameters’ simulated and 

target (measured) values, and δj is the relative error of the j-th sample. Namely, δj can be 

determined in the following way: 
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where yj and dj are the j-th samples of datasets containing the parameters’ simulated and 

target values, respectively, while dmax and dmin are the maximum and minimum parameters’ 

target values, respectively. 

ME is defined as: 
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Table 1 Test errors for the modeled noise parameters  

in the case of presented extraction methods 

 I extraction method II extraction method III extraction method 

AE (%) ME (%) AE (%) ME (%) AE (%) ME (%) 

Fmin 0.160 0.257 2.321 5.620 3.742 14.794 

|Γopt| 0.482 1.029 7.085 26.834 6.248 15.774 

Γopt 0.055 0.091 1.154 2.049 3.099 9.240 

rn 0.201 0.670 2.465 9.422 6.251 16.103 

As can be seen in Fig. 6 and Table 1, a good noise parameter modeling accuracy was 

achieved for all three presented extraction methods. However, I extraction method 

provides slightly better modeling results compared to the other two methods. On the other 

hand, since the noise de-embedding procedure applied in I extraction method is mainly 

based on matrix manipulations, it requires mathematically demanding calculations. 

As the noise de-embedding procedure within a microwave circuit simulator is based 

on the implementation of the schematic whose extrinsic elements have the negative values 

and the reverse order than in the case of the considered transistor equivalent circuit, II 

extraction method is the simplest extraction method compared to the other two methods. 

Nevertheless, such a transistor noise de-embedding approach cannot be performed in all 

circuit simulators. This is because of the fact that some of the simulators do not support 

noise calculation of negative resistances [22]. In this case, the noise de-embedding 

procedure was performed in Agilent ADS 2002 [38]. However, the higher versions of 

ADS do not support the noise de-embedding. For this reason, before applying this noise 

de-embedding procedure, one should check on an appropriate example if the procedure 

can be performed in the considered simulator. 

III extraction method has lower accuracy compared to I extraction method and greater 

computational complexity compared to II extraction method. However, it ensures 

avoiding of the problems related to the other two extraction methods. Namely, the noise 

de-embedding procedure using ANNs does not require developing complex matrix 

calculations as needed in the analytical noise de-embedding procedure. Moreover, the 

noise de-embedding procedure using ANNs does not require specific (older) versions of 

circuit simulator like in the case of the noise de-embedding procedure within a microwave 

circuit simulator. Therefore, III extraction method can be used as a suitable alternative to 

the other two methods. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The noise wave temperatures are extracted from the measured transistor noise 

parameters usually by using optimization procedures within microwave circuit simulators. 

However, as the noise wave temperatures are bias, temperature and frequency dependent, 

the optimization procedures used for their extraction are time-consuming. In this paper, 

three efficient CAD extraction methods are presented. The presented extraction methods 

are carried out in two steps. The first step is de-embedding of the intrinsic noise 

parameters from the measured transistor noise parameters. For that purpose, each of the 

proposed extraction methods uses different noise de-embedding procedure: analytical 

noise de-embedding procedure, noise de-embedding procedure within a microwave circuit 

simulator and noise de-embedding procedure using ANNs. The second step is calculation 

of the noise wave temperatures based on the determined intrinsic noise parameters using 

the noise wave model expressions. 

The presented CAD extraction methods were applied to a specific HEMT device in a 

packaged form. The corresponding noise parameters of entire transistor circuit were 

simulated in the circuit simulator using the obtained noise wave temperatures in all three 

cases. A good agreement between the simulated and measured transistor noise parameters 

was achieved for all three CAD extraction methods. However, each of the presented 

methods has advantages and limitations. Therefore, the final decision about the choice of 

the most appropriate CAD extraction method depends on the user preferences and 

availability of appropriate software environments.   
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